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2.4.4 Other Search Models and 
Processes!

Problems with the models/processes so far:!
n  What if our problem solution requires alternatives of 

problem divisions and we want this represented in 
the model?!

n  What about elements of Prob that appear repeatedly 
in a tree? Can we get rid of duplication and resulting 
redundancy?!
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And-or-tree-based search!

n  Combines and- and or-trees to represent all 
alternative divisions of problems in the current state!

n  Formal description very complex, especially end 
condition:"
For each collection of alternatives, one division (i.e. 
one alternative) has to be solved by compatible 
subsolutions (F recursive definition)!

n  And-or-transitions: Extend leaf by adding nodes 
representing alternative lists of nodes representing a 
division of the leaf's problem!
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Example (sketch): "
Playing multi-player games (I)!

Problem: How to determine the best next move in a 
game like chess or checkers given a limited amount 
of computing time.!

Idea: Search among the possible alternative moves and 
their consequences!

 F use and-or-trees to represent search state!
● or-part: select one of your possible moves!
● and-part: considering all possible counter-moves 

of your opponent(s)!
● problems: game situations !
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Playing multi-player games (II)!

P0  ?!

. . .	

Pk,1 ?!P1,1 ?! P1,n ?!. . .	 Pk,m?!. . .	

possible own moves!
all opponent!
         responses!

Problem: usually we can not search all branches until game"
is decided"
F search control decides based on current situation were to"
     go deeper!
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Pros and Cons!

✚  Very general search model!
✚  Every alternative and its consequences are visible in 

state F control knows more than in and-trees with 
backtracking and thus can be more intelligent!

✚  Needed to model certain applications (min-max 
search, for example)!

-  For some applications too complex "
(why buy an apple tree if you just want an apple)!

-  Finding good controls is difficult "
(there can be too much knowledge)!

!
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Graph-based search!

n  "Improvement" of tree-based search!
n  Achieves that every element of Prob occurs in only 

one node!
n  Graph described as set of nodes with set of arcs 

(directed connections)!
n  Transitions extend nodes that have no arcs going out!
n  Transitions as in trees, except that we check if a 

certain node is already there and if yes, we do not 
create it again, we just add an arc!
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Example (Sketch): "
Planning in the Blocks World (I) !

Problem: Given a set of blocks in certain relations to 
each other (situation), the same blocks in a different 
relation and a robot arm, determine a set of actions of 
the arm that transform the first situation into the 
second one!

Idea: Do an or-tree-based search using the different 
possible actions of the robot arm as the alternatives!

Start	 Goal	
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Example (Sketch): "
Planning in the Blocks World (II) !

Observation: A lot of different action combinations lead 
to the same result (since for each action there is an 
action with exactly the opposite effect)!

F a lot of problem descriptions occur in several nodes 
in the or-tree !

F Switching from a tree to a graph avoids redundant 
work and takes a lot of pressure from the search 
control!
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Pros and Cons!

✚  Less memory consumption!
✚  No redundant work!
-  Some help (F overhead) necessary to quickly detect 

already represented elements of Prob	

-  Graphs are more difficult to debug!

F Use only, if quite some duplication of nodes occurs in 
a tree !

!
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Some general remarks!

n  Some authors have suggested and-or-graph-based 
search with problems in nodes represented as sets of 
constraints as ultimate search model!

n  Since or-tree- and or-graph-based search processes 
often use an estimate on how good (with respect to 
distance to a solution) a leaf is, some people see them 
as special and-trees, resp. and-graphs (without 
backtracking) for optimization"
F A*-algorithm (graph-based variant of branch-and-"

!bound search)!


